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THE MEASURABILITY OF A STOCHASTIC PROCESS

OF SECOND ORDER AND ITS LINEAR SPACE

STAMATIS CAMBANIS1

ABSTRACT.    It is of considerable theoretical and practical interest to

know whether a stochastic process has a measurable modification.  For

the important class of second order processes, simple necessary and suf-

ficient conditions for the existence of a measurable modification are given

in terms of the autocorrelation of the process and the separability of its

reproducing kernel Hilbert space or its linear space.   It is shown that

weakly continuous processes, processes with orthogonal increments and

second order martingales always have measurable modifications.  Also

necessary and sufficient conditions are given in.terms of integral represen-

tations for the linear space of a second order process to be separable.  As

a consequence it is shown that a second order process is oscillatory if

and only if its linear space is separable.

1.  The measurability of a stochastic process of second order.   Let   T be

a complete separable metric space or a Borel subset of a complete separable

metric space, and  Jj(7")  the  cr-algebra of Borel sets of  T, and let  X , t £ T,

be a real stochastic process on the probability space  (fi, A, P), where real

means  [- oo, + oo]-valued.  X , t £ T, is called measurable if the map (/, <y)—>X (nj)

is  (ÍB(T) x JO-measurable.  A process   Y , t £ T, on  (il, A, P) is called a

modification of Xt, t £ T, if P|X( = Y \ = 1 for all t in T.  X;, / £ T, is of second

order if  F(X2) < + oo for all t  in   T, and then its autocorrelation  R  is de-

fined by  R(t, s)= E(X/Xs) fot all t, s  in  T.   It is clear from Fubini's theorem

that if a second order process  X , t £ T, has a measurable modification,

then  R  is (Jj(T) x JHT))-measurable. That the measurability of  R  is not suf-

ficient for the existence of a measurable modification of  X , t £ T, is demon-

strated in Remark 1.  It is thus of interest to find a condition which along
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with the measurability of  R  would imply the existence of a measurable mod-

ification of  X , t £ T.   This question is answered in Theorem 1, where in

fact necessary and sufficient conditions are given for a second order process

to have a measurable modification.  As a consequence of these conditions,

the existence of a measurable modification of a second order process is a

second order property; a fact that is also true for general (not necessarily

second order) processes [lO].

The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the necessary and sufficient condi-

tion for a process (not necessarily of second order) to have a measurable

modification given in [2], which is expressed as follows (here the terminol-

ogy of [3] is followed).   Let  M  be the space of all real random variables on

(Í2, A, P) with the topology of convergence in probability, where random

variables that are equal a.e. [P] are considered identical.  If  if is a real

random variable, its class in  M . is denoted by  [£].  Then  X , t £ T, has a

measurable modification if and only if the map from  T to M taking / to

[X(]  is measurable [2], [3] (in which case it has separable range).  More-

over, the measurable modification can be taken to be separable and also

progressively measurable, the latter if   T is an interval and a nondecreasing

family  A , t £ T, of sub-a-algebras of A  is given.

For a second order process  X , t £ T, we denote by  77(X) the closure in

LAÇI, A, P) of the linear space of the random variables  {X , / € T\, and we

call it the linear space of the process. We also denote by  3\(R) the reproduc-

ing kernel Hilbert space of the real, symmetric, nonnegative definite func-

tion   R.  It is well known that  %(R) consists of all functions  / on  T of the

form f(t)= E(£Xt), t e T, for some   £ e H(X), and that .the map  í—»£(¿Xp

defines an inner product preserving isomorphism between  77(X) and  5\(7?)

[13, p- 302].

Theorem 1.   Let  X , t e T, be a real, second order process with auto-

correlation  R.   The following are equivalent.

(i) X , t £ T has a measurable modification.

(ii) R  is  (S(T) x $>(T)\measurable, and H(X) (or %R)) is separable.

Proof.  We first show that (ii) implies (i).  It suffices to show that the map

X: T—>M defined by  X(/)= [X ]  is measurable; the construction of a modi-

fication is the same as in [2] or in [3].  The metric  p on  ¡M, defined by

Pie, 77) = E(\e- 7/i/(i + \e- rj\)\
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metrizes the topology of convergence in probability.  Thus for the measurabil-

ity of X, it suffices to show that (a) X     (B) £ A tot every set  B  in M of

the form  B = \r] £ M: p(r¡, £) .< r\, where  £ £ M  and  r > 0, and  (b) for every

compact subset K of  T there is a countable subset  C of  M  such that  [X ]  £

C, the closure of  C for every  t £ K [l, Chapter IV, p. 191, Chapter IX, p. 14].

(b) follows from the separability of  H(X) and the fact that convergence in

LAÇl, j, P) implies convergence in probability; any countable dense sub-

set  C  of 77(X) satisfies (b) for all compact subsets of   T.  Since  X_1(ß) =

\t £ T: p([X ], £) .< r\, for  (a) it suffices to prove that the real function

pi[Xt], £) on  T is  S(T)-measurable for all   £ e M.

Let  { £ !°°.   be a complete orthonormal sequence in  77(X) (which exists

because /-/(X) is separable). Then for all t e T we have

oo

X= Y   a it)£
t *—l 72V      ^77

72=1

in  L2(Q, 'S, P), where  ai/t) = Ei£nX().  Thus  an £ %(R).  If for every  t e T

we let  X^N) = ?.Nn=lanit)£n, then  X\N) converges to X(  in   L.,(0, J, P),

and thus in probability.  Hence

PiiXt],£)=   lim    p([X<W>],£)
N —oo

for all t e T.  Note that every function in  9\(P) is either a finite linear com-

bination of the functions  \Rit,   '), t eT\ or a pointwise limit on  T of such

functions.  Hence, since  R  is  (S(T) x íB(T))-measurable, R(t, •) is  $(T)-

measurable for all t e T, and it follows that every function in  Â(R) is  £(T)-

measurable.  Consequently  XJ   '((o) is  (ÍB(T) x J")-measurable.  By Fubini's

theorem,

p([X<N)], £) = £(|X|«' -£\/il + |X«> - £\))

is  iB(T)-measurable, and thus so is   p([X ], <f ), which completes the proof.

We now show that (i) implies (ii).  The measurability of  7?  follows from

Fubini's theorem and (i).  In order to prove the separability of 77(X) we first

assume that R  is uniformly bounded on T.  Now (i) implies that {[X ], t £ T\

is separable in  M [3].  Thus there exists a countable subset  N  of  f[X ],

/ £ T\ such that for every fixed  t  in  T, [X ]  is the limit in probability of a

sequence  \£ !°°_,   in N.  Since the uniform boundedness of R  on  T implies

that  N  is a bounded set in   L2(0, A, P), it follows that  i^!°°_,   converges
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to  [X(] weakly in   L2(Q, $, P) [9, p. 207], and thus   [X(] belongs to the clo-

sure in  L  (Q,, J, P) of the linear manifold generated by  {£ \°a_. [8, p. 68].

It follows that  77(X) is equal to the closure in  L  (Q, A, P) of the linear

manifold generated by ¡V  and, since  N  is countable, 77(X) is separable.

We now consider the general case, and define for  ¡V = 1, 2, • • • , T„ =

{/  6 T: Rit. t)<N\.   Since  R  is measurable, TN £ S(T), and by (i) \Xt,

t e TN\ has a measurable modification.  It follows, by what has been proven,

that the   LAQ,, j, P) closure of the linear span of the random variables

\X(, t e TN\, 77„(X), is separable.  Since  X(  is of second order, R  is finite

valued and thus   TN Î T.   It follows that  77(X) is the   LAU, 3", P) closure

°f U^i^/yOO' and thus  H(X) is separable. D

Thus a (iwT) x $(T))-measurable, symmetric, nonnegative definite, real

function  R  on  T x T  is the autocorrelation of a measurable process if and

only if j{(R) is separable.  For Gaussian processes it can be easily shown

that (ii) implies (i) without relying on the results of [3]; this is done in [12,

p. 44].

It should be pointed out that a weakly stationary process on the real

line has a measurable modification if and only if its autocorrelation function

is continuous.  The "if" part is well known and a simple proof of the "only

if" part is given in [6, pp. 559—560].

Remark 1.   Let  T = [O, l]  and  R(t, s) = 1  for I « s  in   T, and  R(t, s)

= 0 for  t 4 s  in  T.  Since   R  is symmetric and nonnegative definite, there

exists a probability space  (Í), J, P) and a real process  X , ; e T, on it

with autocorrelation  R.   R  is clearly  (ÍB(T) x fB(T))-measurable, but since

the values of X¿ are orthogonal in  L  (0, 3", P), E(X X  ) = 0 for t 4 s  in

T, H(X) is not separable, and by Theorem 1, X , t e T, does not have a mea-

surable modification.    This can be also shown without using Theorem 1.  In-

deed assume that X(, t e T, has a measurable modification  Y., t e T.  Then

(r.*î*)-r.Rit, t)dt=\

implies that  f qY   dt .<+ 00 a.e. [P]-   If {cp   i°°_j   is a complete orthonormal

set in  L2iT)= L2(T, %(T), Leb), then

Y   = Y   £ d> (t)
t t—     =72 7^72

72 = 1
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in  L2(T) a.e.  [P], where £n = ¡\ Yt<P„it) dt a.e. [P].   Then

E{0 = Jo Jo  Rit- S) <t>n^¿s)díds = °.

i.e., £   =0   a.e. [P], and thus   (\y2 dt = 1°°   ,£2 = 0 a.e. [P] which contradicts
'^72 ' J 0      t 77 = 1't2

EifQY   dt) = 1.  It follows that X , t e T, does not have a measurable modi-

fication.

Corollary 1.  A second order process  X , t £ T, which satisfies any of

the following conditions has a measurable modification iin (iii) also progres-

sively measurable).

(i)  X > t £ T, is weakly continuous on  T.

(ii)  T is an arbitrary interval and X , t £ T, has orthogonal increments.

(iii)  T  is an arbitrary interval and X , t £ T, is a martingale.

Proof,  (i)  Since  T is separable and X    weakly continuous on  T, 7/(X)

is separable [13, p. 272].   By the weak continuity of X , R(t,  •) is continu-

ous, hence .TXD-measurable, for all  t in   T.   The conclusion follows as in

the first part of the proof of Theorem 1.

(ii)  It is known that 77(X)  is separable [5, p.  110].   Also, that X    has

left and right LAÇl, A, P)  limits on  T  and that, except on a countable sub-

set of T, X      = X   = X +.  This implies the measurability of R  and the re-

sult follows from Theorem 1.

(iii)  Define the function  F  by  F(t) = E(X2)  for all  t in   T.   By the

martingale property, with respect to the nondecreasing family A , t £ T, of

sub-ff-algebras of J, we have, for all s <t in T,

E(XtXs) = E[EiXtXs/3s)] = E[XsEiX/Ss)} = EÍX¡)

and thus

E(iX, - xj2) = F(/) - F(s).

It follows from this relationship, as in [5, p. 110] and in (ii), that 77(X)  is

separable and  R  is (íB(T) x íB(T))-measurable. D

We conclude this section with a property which is useful in connection

with problems involving conditional probabilities; such as, for instance, the

existence of jointly measurable densities (see [7, pp. 6l6—617]) and prop-

erties related to metric transitivity (see [15, Chapter IV.8]).    A cr-algebra is

called separable if it is generated by a countable class of sets.   A sub-cr-

algebra A'  of J  is said to coincide mod 0 with the cr-algebra j  if for
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every set  E  in J   there is a set  E'  in J'   such that P(E A E') = 0.  Let

A(X)  be the sub-cr-algebra of A  generated by the random variables  |X ,

t £ T\.  It is known that if X    is continuous in probability on  T, A(X)

coincides mod 0 with a separable cr-algebra.   Corollary 2 generalizes this

result (and in fact, as it is clear from [3], it is valid for any process with

values in a compact metric space).

Corollary 2.  If a real process X , t £ T, has a measurable modifica-

tion, then A(X)   coincides mod 0 with a separable a-algebra.

Proof.   Since  X , t £ T, has a measurable modification, ![X ], ' e Tl is

a separable subset of M [3].   Thus there exists a countable subset M   =

\[Xt], t £ S\ of i[x,], t eT\(S  is a countable subset of T)   such that for

every  t in  T, [X ]  is the limit in probability of a sequence from  M', and

thus X    is the a.e. [P] limit of a sequence from  SX , t e S\.  If A    is the

sub-cr-algebra of A  generated by the random variables  \X , t £ S\, then

A   C AiX), A'  is separable and J"(X)   coincides with  J   mod 0. D

2.  On the separability of the linear space of a second order process.

The linear space 7/(X)  of a second order process  X , t £ T, plays an impor-

tant role in the structure of such processes and in a variety of problems in

statistical inference.   If 77(X)  is separable, then  X    admits series repre-

sentations and also integral representations (Theorem 2) that can be effec-

tively used in problems such as linear mean square estimation.   Also, the

separability of 77(X)  is the only condition needed for a second order pro-

cess to have the Hida-Cramér representation.  It is thus of interest that a

measurable second order process has a separable linear space.  77(X)  is

known to be separable when the process  X , t e T, is weakly continuous

[13, p. 272], has orthogonal increments [5, p.   110], or is a martingale

(Corollary l(iii)).  In Theorem 2, necessary and sufficient conditions are

given for 77(X)   to be separable in terms of integral representations of

Xf
Before starting the theorem, we mention a few basic facts about ran-

dom measures that can be found for instance in [4], [13].   A random measure

Z  on a measurable space (77,  II)  is a countably additive map from  U   to

LAC!, A, P); i.e., whenever A  is the disjoint union of the sets A     ell,

ZiA) = S°°_jZ(A )  in  LAQ, A, P).  (Here we consider the case where Z

is defined on the entire  cr-algebra  11.)   To each random measure Z  on   U

with finite variation, there corresponds a finite signed measure p  on
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"Il x ll  by piA x B) = E[ZiA)ZiB)], A, B ell.  p  is symmetric and nonnega-

tive definite on the measurable rectangles of  11 x U.   A random measure  Z

is called orthogonal if piA x B) = 0   whenever A   and B   are disjoint, and

to each orthogonal random measure there corresponds a finite nonnegative

measure v on ll  by viA) = F[Z2(A)], A  ell.  Let  77(Z)  be the closure in

L2(fi, J, P)  of the linear span of \ZiA), A  e\[\, and let A2ip)  be the Hil-

bert space of real,   U-measurable functions on   U  with inner product

(of course AAp)  consists of equivalence classes of functions, two func-

tions / and g  considered identical if  ( f — g, f ~ g )\ tu) = 0)-   There is

an inner product preserving isomorphism between  AAp)  and 7/(Z), denoted

by <-> , such that 7 . «-» Z(A), A  £ jJ, and integration of functions in  AAp)

with respect to  Z  is defined by  £ = fy f(u) dZ(u), where /«-»£   If Z  is

orthogonal, there is an inner product preserving isomorphism between

L Au)= L2iU, ll, v)  and 77(Z), denoted again by <-> , such that  ¡A «-» ZiA),

A  £ 11, and integration of functions in  L Av)  with respect to  Z  is defined

bY £ = f,,fiu) dZ(u),wheie f «-> £.

Theorem 2.   Let X , t £ T, be a second order process.

(i)  If 77(X)   is separable, then for every finite measure space (U, ll, v)

such that LAv) = LAU, U, v)  is separable and infinite dimensional,   X

has a representation

c
(1) Xt = j(j fit, u)dZiu)    for all t  in  T,

where Z is an orthogonal measure on 11 with corresponding measure v and

fit, •) £ L Ay) for all t in T. Conversely, if X has such a representation,

W(X)   is separable.

(ii)  If H(X)   is separable, then for every measurable space (U, 11)   and

every finite signed measure p on  II x ll  which is symmetric and nonnega-

tive definite on the measurable rectangles of II x ll, and such that AAp)

is separable and infinite dimensional, X    has a representation (1) where Z

is a random measure on ll  with corresponding measure p and fit, •)  e A2(f¿)

for all t in  T.   Conversely, if X   has such a representation with Z  of

finite variation, f7(X)   is separable.

Proof,  (i) being a particular case of (ii), we will prove only (ii).   If

X    has such a representation then  X, e 77(Z)  for all   t in  T, hence
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77(X) C 77(Z)   and the conclusion follows from the isomorphism between

77(Z)   and AAp)  and the separability of the latter.  We now prove the first

claim.   Assume that 7/(X)  is separable and let  \£ 1°°.   and \f  !°°_j   be

complete orthonormal sets in 77(X)  and AAp), respectively.  Let  K be the

inner product preserving isomorphism between  AAp)  and 77(X)   such that

Kf   = £ .  For every A  ell   define Z(A) = 7<7., where  7.   is the character-

istic function of the set A.   Then clearly Z  is countably additive and for

all A, B ell,

E[ZiA)ZiB)] = (IA, 7B)A  (M) = piA x B),

i.e., Z  is a random measure on (77, 11)  with p  its corresponding signed

measure on II x il.   It is also clear that K is an inner product preserving

isomorphism between 77(Z) (= f/(X))  and A2ip)  such that for all g £ A2ip),

Kg = fygdZ.   Then for all  t £ T,

oo /   oo \

x,-£ -Mn = K[z %it)f\,
72 = 1 \72=1 /

where an(t) = E{Xt£\, S~=1a2(r) = Rit, t) < oo, and if we define fit, .) £

A2ip) by fit, u) = T°n = xanit)fniu), we have X( = Kjit, •) = ^fit, u) dZiu)

which completes the proof.  D

Remark 2.  In [ll] a second order process  X , t £ R    = (- oo, + oo), is

called oscillatory if it has a representation  X   = f™   e1    a iu) dZiu)  fot all

t in  R  , where Z  is an orthogonal random measure on  Í5(P  )  with cor-

responding  measure v  and a (•) e L Av)  for all  t in  T (this is a generali-

zation of a more restrictive but physically more significant concept originally in-

troduced in [14]). If X , t e R , is oscillatory then 7/(X) is separable since

LAR , £{R ), v) is separable. Conversely, if 77(X) is separable, it follows by

Theorem 2(i) that for any finite measure v on X/R ) we have X  = Ç9  f(t, u)dZ(u)'

fot all t in T, where Z is an orthogonal random measure on jj(R ) with correspond-

ing measure v, and f(t,  •) e L (v) for all t in T.  If we define a iu) = e~ltufit, u),

it becomes clear that X , t e R , is oscillatory. Thus a second order process is os-

cillatory if and only if its linear space is separable.
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